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The Ginzburg-Landau coefficients and the jump of the specific heat are calculated for a disordered two-band
superconductor. We start with the analysis of a more general case with arbitrary anisotropy. While the specific-
heat discontinuity at the critical temperature Tc decreases with increasing disorder, its ratio to the normal-state
specific heat at Tc increases and slowly converges to the isotropic value. For strong disorder the deviation from
the isotropic value is proportional to the elastic electron-scattering time. In the case of a two-band supercon-
ductor we apply a simplified model of the interaction independent of the momentum within a band. In the
framework of this model all thermodynamic variables can be found explicitly at any value of the scattering
rate. This solution explains the sample dependence of the specific-heat discontinuity in MgB2 and the influence
of disorder on the critical temperature.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.68.104517 PACS number~s!: 74.20.Fg, 74.72.2hI. INTRODUCTION
The investigation of the specific heat C(T) is an impor-
tant tool for understanding the nature of the superconductiv-
ity and the anisotropy of the superconducting gap Dp(T) on
the Fermi surface «p5EF . Historically, the relative specific-
heat jump DC/Cn(Tc) was used to establish the BCS
picture1 for conventional superconductors having nearly iso-
tropic gap. Subsequently the thermodynamics of clean
anisotropic-gap superconductors was analyzed in the weak-
coupling approximation by Pokrovskii and Ryvkin.2,3 They
have found that anisotropy suppresses the value DC/Cn(Tc)
in comparison to its isotropic value 1.43. This inequality is
not satisfied in classical low-temperature superconductors
partly because they are not extremely clean, but also since
the weak-coupling approximation has a poor precision. Gei-
likman and Kresin4 have proved that the first correction due
to interaction increases DC/Cn(Tc) and thus disguises the
effect of anisotropy. The modern superconductors display
considerable anisotropy. In particular, superconductivity is
highly anisotropic in MgB2. This fact is the main motivation
for this work. It is well known that only superconducting
crystals of very high quality can reach the theoretical clean-
limit asymptotics. As a rule, the reduced specific-heat jump
is sample dependent, and understanding such a disorder de-
pendence is a challenging problem. The latter is especially
important for MgB2, a compound now being in the limelight
of superconductor materials science.
The aim of the present paper is to derive the dependence
of the critical temperature and the relative specific-heat jump
DC/Cn(Tc) on the elastic-scattering time of the charge car-
riers at the critical temperature t(Tc) for two-band supercon-
ductors having in mind application to MgB2. For this pur-
pose we need corresponding formulas for a general dirty
anisotropic superconductor. Such equations were derived in
Ref. 5. We reproduce them here for the reader’s convenience
and because several misprints occurred in the cited work
which we correct here. In the t-approximation the electrical0163-1829/2003/68~10!/104517~8!/$20.00 68 1045resistivity of the normal metal rel is determined by this scat-
tering time. Thus, our formula can be used for the investiga-
tion of correlations in the experimentally determined
DC/Cn(Tc) versus rel(Tc)/Tc plot. The comparison of the
theoretical curve and the experimental data can reveal the
gap anisotropy Db ,p and the scattering rate 1/t(Tc). The gap
may depend on both the quasimomentum p and the band
index b.
The applicability of the weak-coupling theory to MgB2 is
controversial. However, experimental results on the relative
specific-heat discontinuity6 indicate that the anisotropy effect
is more profound than the effect of interaction. For this com-
pound, the reduced specific heat DC/Cn(Tc) is definitely
smaller than the weak-coupling BCS value 1.43. Moreover,
the temperature dependence of the specific heat of the super-
conducting phase is described fairly well7 by the two-band
model8 and the relative specific-heat jump agrees7 with the
Moskalenko weak-coupling formula.8 The comparison of the
latter with the ab initio strong-coupling calculations9 for
MgB2 shows that the decrease of DC/Cn(Tc), due to differ-
ent values of the superconducting gap for different bands, is
at least two times bigger than the increase of this reduced
specific heat-jump due to strong-coupling effects. We address
this point in the concluding section.
II. CLEAN SUPERCONDUCTORS
In this section we reproduce some results for anisotropic
clean superconductors obtained by different authors many
years ago and derive an equation for the specific heat discon-
tinuity in this case. Though none of these results are new,
they are necessary for understanding the next sections.
It was shown in Ref. 3 that, within the framework of the
weak-coupling theory, the order parameter possesses the
property of separability:
Dp~T !5J~T !xp . ~1!©2003 The American Physical Society17-1
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ized by the factor J(T) is separated from the angular depen-
dence described by the factor xp . The Ginzburg-Landau
~GL! expansion for the free-energy density10–12 can be writ-
ten in terms of the temperature-dependent factor J(T) alone:
f ~J ,T !5a0
T2Tc
Tc
uJu21
1
2 buJu
4
. ~2!
The specific-heat jump per unit volume is related to the GL
coefficients by the following relation:
~Cs2Cn!uTc5DC5
1
Tc
a0
2
b , ~3!
where Cs is the specific heat per unit volume of the super-
conducting phase and Cn is that of the normal phase.
Our starting points are the expressions of Gor’kov and
Melik-Barkhudarov13 for the GL coefficients in the clean
limit which can be written as
a05nF^x
2&, b5
zS 3,12 D nF
2~2pkBTc!2
^x4& , ~4!
where the Hurwitz and the Riemann zeta functions, z(k ,z)
and z(k), respectively, read
z~k ,z !5 (
n50
‘
~n1z !2k, z~k !5z~k ,1!5 (
n51
‘
n2k, ~5!
and obey the relation z(k , 12 )5(2k21)z(k). A simple varia-
tional derivation of Eq. ~4! is given in Ref. 14. The celebrity
of z(3) in mathematics has been discussed in Ref. 15. The
normalized moments of the gap-anisotropy function are de-
termined by averaging over the Fermi surface, having the
general form in the D-dimensional case
^xn&[E E
BZ
xp
n d~«p2EF!
dp
nF~2p\!D
5E E
«p5EF
xp
n
dSp
nFvp~2p\!D
, ~6!
where dSp is an infinitesimal surface element and vp5„p«p
is the quasiparticle velocity. The quasimomentum space in-
tegral is taken over the whole Brillouin zone ~BZ!. The inte-
gration over the Fermi surface «p5EF implicitly includes
summation over fragments and sheets of different bands, if
any. The normalizing factor
nF5E E
«p5EF
dSp
vp~2p\!D
~7!
is the density of states ~DOS! per unit volume for fixed spin,
and enters the normal-phase specific heat
Cn~T !5
2
3 p
2kB
2 nFT . ~8!10451This equation together with the formulas for the GL coeffi-
cients, Eq. ~4!, leads to the following expression for the re-
duced jump of the specific heat:
DC
Cn~Tc!
5
12
7z~3 !
1
bD
,
1
bD
5
^Dp
2&2
^Dp
4&
5
^x2&2
^x4&
<1,
12
7z~3 ! 51.42613 . . . , ~9!
which is exactly the result obtained in Refs. 2 and 3; for a
methodical derivation see Ref. 14. Using Eq. ~4! for T
slightly lower than Tc , we get for the equilibrium order pa-
rameter
uJueq
2 52
T2Tc
Tc
a0
b ,
uDpu25uJueq
2 xp
25
2~2pkBTc!2
zS 3,12 D
Tc2T
Tc
^x2&
^x4&
xp
2
, ~10!
which is the result by Gor’kov and Melik-Barkhudarov.13
III. DISORDERED ANISOTROPIC SUPERCONDUCTORS
A. Transition line and order parameter
In this section we analyze the transition temperature Tc as
a function of the elastic-scattering rate 1/t and the angular
dependence of the order parameter xp . As was explained
before, the angular dependence is the same for any tempera-
ture at fixed t . The transition line has been studied in Ref. 5.
Although the equations obtained in the latter work were
rather general, their treatment was focused on a specific
situation—a mixture of s- and d-pairing characteristic for
cuprate superconductors. Therefore, it is useful to analyze
the results for a less exotic case of anisotropic s-pairing. The
general equation for the transition line found in Ref. 5 reads
g~Tc ,t!(
n
Vnu^Cn&u2
12 f ~Tc ,t!Vn 51, ~11!
where the following notations are introduced:
f ~T ,t!5 1
p
F ln e¯2pkBT 2zS x1 12 D G , ~12!
g~T ,t!5
1
p FzS x1 12 D2zS 12 D G , ~13!
x5(2pkBTt/\)21; e¯ is the cutoff energy; z(x) is the Euler
digamma function; Vn are eigenvalues of the linear operator
Vˆ with kernel V(p,p8) equal to the electron-electron effec-
tive interaction energy at the Fermi surface multiplied by the
DOS nF ; Cn(p) are the corresponding eigenfunctions nor-7-2
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tion temperature of the clean superconductor is determined
by the equation f (Tc0 ,t5‘)5V021 which gives
kBTc05
2ge¯
p
exp~2p/V0!, x[C0 , ~14!
where
g5exp C5
1
4 exp@z~1/2!# 51.781, ~15!
C50.577 is the Euler constant, and V0 is the maximum ei-
genvalue of the operator Vˆ . The angular dependence of the
order parameter in this case is given by the corresponding
eigenfunction C0(p). As long as x05(2pkBTc0t/\)21 re-
mains large the transition temperature Tc differs from Tc0 by
insignificant corrections of the order of x0
21
. We call the
superconductor moderately dirty if the value x0 becomes
small, but f (Tc ,t) is still close to V021. More precisely, it
means that uln(e¯t/\)2pV021u!V021. Then the solution of Eq.
~11! reads
Tc~t!5Tc0S tt0D
k21
, ~16!
where k5^x2&/^x&2>1 is the anisotropy coefficient, which
is equal to 1 for an isotropic superconductor, and t0
52\g/(pkBTc0). In this range of the scattering rate the an-
gular dependence of the gap xp is identical to that for the
clean superconductor: xp5C0(p). Thus, the transition tem-
perature decreases in a powerlike way with the increase of
the scattering rate 1/t or the residual resistivity r res propor-
tional to this rate. This is a peculiarity of the anisotropic
superconductor. The exponent in Eq. ~16! is zero for the
isotropic superconductor, cf. Ref. 16. Equation ~16! was first
derived by Hohenberg17 for weakly anisotropic supercon-
ductors. Its validity for arbitrary k in the range of moderate
dirt was proven in Ref. 5.
We call the dirt strong if the parameter ln(e¯t/\)/p be-
comes less than V0
21 and has the order of magnitude of V0
21
,
and if the difference V0
212ln(e¯t/\)/p is not small in com-
parison to V0
21
. Equation ~16! remains qualitatively correct,
but k becomes a slowly varying function of t . The exact
formula for the transition temperature in this range is given
by Eq. ~37! of Ref. 5.
In the extra-dirty limit, ln(e¯t/\)/p becomes much smaller
than V0
21
, but still e¯t/\@1. The last inequality ensures that
the elastic scattering does not destroy the Fermi surface. In
the extra-dirty limit the angular dependence of the gap
reaches its limiting value xp}V¯ (p), where V¯ (p)
5^V(p,p8)&p8 . The equation for Tc in the extra-dirty limit
reads
kBTc~t!5
2ge¯
p
expS 2 p
^V¯ &
D ~e¯t/\!k¯ 21, ~17!
10451where ^V¯ &5^V¯ (p)&p . It should be noted that k¯ in the last
equation differs from that for the clean superconductor,
namely,
k¯ 5
(
n
Vn
2^Cn&
2
S (
n
Vn^Cn& D 2 . ~18!
B. Specific-heat discontinuity
The theory of dirty anisotropic superconductors5 was
based on Green’s functions method combined with the
Abrikosov-Gor’kov averaging over the random impurity
field.18,19 A simplifying assumption was the isotropy of the
scattering which is characterized by a constant rate 1/t . In
particular, the authors derived the GL equations and GL co-
efficients with an accuracy of a common scaling factor5 ~see
also Ref. 20!. For the representation adopted here this factor
is ^x2&, as it follows from the comparison of Eq. ~4! here
and Eqs. ~48!, ~60!, ~78!–~82! in Ref. 5. Correcting a mis-
print in Eq. ~59! in Ref. 5, further repeated in Eqs. ~61! and
~82! therein, and slightly regrouping terms we find
a05nF@^x
2&2~^x2&2^x&2!xcz2,0# , ~19!
b5
nF
8~pkBTc!
@^x4&z3,02^x
2&2xcz4,014^x3&^x&xcz3,1
12^x2&^x&2~xc
3z4,21xc
2z3,2!1^x&
4xc
4z4,3# , ~20!
where
xc5
\/t~Tc!
2pkBTc
5
x0
Tc /Tc0
~21!
is the dimensionless scattering rate extrapolated to the criti-
cal temperature. The resistivity of the normal metal rel is
determined by the Drude formula:
rel
215m21ne2t , ~22!
where m is the effective mass and n is the density of normal
charge carriers; for clean crystals the total volume density of
all charge carriers, electrons and holes, en5e(ne2nh), can
be determined by the Hall constant RH51/en in strong mag-
netic fields. For clean superconductors, disregarding some
subtleties, the same ratio n/m enters the London penetration
depth lclean at T50:
1
lclean
2 ~0 !
5
ne2
mc2«0
, ~23!
where in Gaussian units «051/4p; lclean(0);0.1–1 mm.
Multiplying these equations we obtain a useful estimate
xc.
\c2«0rel~Tc!
2plclean
2 ~0 !kBTc
. ~24!7-3
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functions defined in Ref. 5 and taken at the value of the
argument21 zc5xc11/2, i.e.,
zk ,l[zk ,l~zc!. ~25!
For the reader’s convenience we recall the definition of these
functions:
zk ,l~z !5 (
n50
‘
~n1z !2k~n11/2!2l. ~26!
They represent a natural generalization of the Hurwitz zeta
functions:
zk ,0~z !5z~k ,z !, zk ,0~1 !5z~k ,1!5z~k !. ~27!
Below we provide the asymptotics of zk ,l(z) for z→‘ nec-
essary for the further calculations:
zk ,l~z !;~2 l21 !z~ l !z2k2k@~2 l2121 !z~ l21 !
2~2 l21 !z~ l !/2#z2k21 for l.2,
zk ,l~z !;~2 l21 !z~ l !z2k for l52,
zk ,1~z !;z
2kln z for k>1,
zk ,0~z !;~k21 !21z2k111
1
2 z
2k for k.1. ~28!
Let us note that, for integer arguments k, the Hurwitz zeta
functions are associated with the Euler polygamma function
z (k):
z~k11,z !5
~21 !k11
k! z
(k)~z !, k51,2,3, . . . . ~29!
With these notations the reduced discontinuity of the spe-
cific heat reads
DC
Cn~Tc!
5
a0
2
kBTcb
5
12
7z~3 !
1
bt
, ~30!
where
1
bt
57z~3 !@^x2&2~^x2&2^x&2!xcz2,0#2
3@^x4&z3,02^x
2&2xcz4,014^x3&^x&xcz3,1
12^x2&^x&2~xc
3z4,21xc
2z3,2!1^x&
4xc
4z4,3#
21
.
~31!
This general equation will be applied in the following sec-
tions to some important special cases.
It should be stressed that for isotropic superconductors,
^xn&51, the specific-heat jump is impurity independent:
bt51. The proof is straightforward taking into account the
identity10451z3,02xcz4,014xcz3,112~xc
3z4,21xc
2z3,2!1xc
4z4,3
5z~3,1/2 !57z~3 !. ~32!
Likewise, using Eq. ~28! one can prove that the asymptotic
form of DC/Cn(Tc) for an extremely disordered supercon-
ductor with an arbitrary anisotropy is given by, to leading
order in xc
21
,
DC
Cn~Tc!
;
12
7z~3 ! F12 2p
2
7z~3 !
k21
xc
G . ~33!
We remark that the correction of order 1/xc comes entirely
from the coefficient b given in Eq. ~20!.
C. Two-band superconductors
1. Critical curve and order parameter
Keeping in mind the application to MgB2 ~for a review
see Ref. 22!, we apply the general results of the previous
sections to a simplified model of a two-band superconductor.
In this model we assume that the Fermi surface consists of
two disconnected sheets having different DOS. The interac-
tion amplitude V(p,p8) is assumed to be a constant within
each band. Thus, it can be described by a 232 matrix
Vˆ 5S W1 UU W2D , ~34!
where W1 ,W2 are the interaction energies between any two
points within the first and the second sheet of the Fermi
surface, respectively; U is the interaction between any two
points of different bands.
Let us first work out the transition temperature Tc0 and
the order parameter x for a clean two-band superconductor.8
For our simplified model the order parameter xp is a constant
within each band, i.e., it can be represented by a two-
component vector
x5S x1
x2
D .
The eigenvectors C of the operator Vˆ obey the following
linear equations:
c1W1C11c2UC25lC1 ,
c1UC11c2W2C25lC2 , ~35!
where the coefficients c1,25n1,2 /(n11n2) are the statistical
weights of the two bands, which reflect the integral character
of the operator Vˆ . The two independent eigenvalues of Eqs.
~35! read
V0,1[l65h6e , ~36!
where
h5
1
2 ~c1W11c2W2!, e5
Aj21c1c2U2,
j5
1
2 ~c1W12c2W2!. ~37!
The corresponding eigenvectors are7-4
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sgn~U !A 12c2 ~12j/e!
D , ~38!
C25S 2sgn~U !A 12c1 ~12j/e!A 12c2 ~11j/e! D .
This is apparently a kind of Bogolyubov transformation.
Both vectors are normalized:
^uC6u2&5c1uC6 ,1u21c2uC6 ,2u251. ~39!
The average values of the anisotropic eigenfunctions read
^C1&5Ac12 S 11 je D1sgn~U !Ac22 S 12 je D , ~40!
^C2&52sgn~U !Ac12 S 12 je D1Ac22 S 11 je D . ~41!
It is useful to write simple expressions for the squared aver-
ages:
^C6&
25
1
2 6
1
2e @~c12c2!j12c1c2U# , ~42!
^C1&
21^C2&
251, ^x&25^C1&2.
For the gap ratio d , Eq. ~38! gives
d[
D1
D2
5
C1 ,1
C1 ,2
5
x1
x2
5sgn~U !Ac2
c1
Ae1j
e2j
. ~43!
Whence the moments of the anisotropy function read
^xn&5
^Dn&
^D2&n/2
5
c1d
n1c2
~c1d
21c2!
n/2 . ~44!
Using the general results formulated earlier, we find the tran-
sition temperature of the clean two-band superconductor:
Tc05
2ge¯
p
exp~2p/l1!. ~45!
Equation ~11! for the critical curve within this model can be
simplified to the following form:
pg@h1~c12c2!j12c1c2U2c1c2 f d#
5~12l1 f !~12l2 f !. ~46!
Here we have denoted d5det Vˆ 5W1W22U2, and abbrevi-
ated the functions f (Tc ,t) and g(Tc ,t) as f and g, respec-
tively, cf. Eqs. ~12! and ~13!. It is convenient to recall the
dimensionless scattering rate
x05~2pkBTc0t/\!21, ~47!10451and the dimensionless transition temperature u
5Tc(t)/Tc0 ; xc5x0 /u . In terms of these variables the func-
tions f and g read
f 5 1
l1
2
1
p
ln u2g ,
pg5zS xc 1 12 D2zS 12 D . ~48!
The equation for Tc finally takes the form
g@^x&2l11~12^x&2!l22 f l1l2#5~12 f l1!~12 f l2!,
~49!
where
^x&25
~c1d1c2!
2
c1d
21c2
, c2512c1 . ~50!
To illustrate the possible dependence u(x0), we have made a
numerical calculation setting9 d52.63, l151.02, l2
50.45, and c150.422; other authors calculate slightly dif-
ferent values for the two-band model8,23,24 applied to MgB2 ,
cf. Refs. 6,7, and 25–27. The results for u(x0) and
DC/Cn(Tc) versus xc are shown in Fig. 1.
In the asymptotic regions of moderate and extreme dirt,
Eq. ~16! is valid with
k5H 12 F11 ~c12c2!je G1 c1c2Ue J 215 c1d21c2~c1d1c2!2
for the clean and moderate dirt cases, and
k¯ 5
c1
3W1
21c2
3W2
21c1c2~2h1U !U
~c1
2W11c2
2W212c1c2U !2
for the extreme dirt case. The order parameter in the moder-
ate dirt range is proportional to C1 . In the range of strong
disorder it reads
x5S c1W11c2U2p21c1c2d ln~e¯t/\!
c1U1c2W22p21c1c2d ln~e¯t/\!
D . ~51!
In the limit of extreme disorder, ln(e¯t/\)!W1,221 , it tends to
the limiting value:
xextr5V¯ 5S c1W11c2U
c1U1c2W2
D . ~52!
It is worth noting that at W15W25U the anisotropy param-
eter k is equal to 1 for any value of the scattering rate inde-
pendent of the values c1 ,c2, and all thermodynamical values
are independent of t similar to the completely isotropic case.
2. Specific-heat discontinuity
We note that the normalization factors of the gap-
anisotropy function and the superconducting gap mutually
cancel in the formulas for the experimentally measurable
jump of the specific heat. Therefore, we can use the normal-7-5
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made above can be used directly to find the averages neces-
sary for the calculation of the specific heat. The influence of
the disorder on the relative specific-heat discontinuity for a
two-band superconductor is shown in Fig. 1~b!. In the ex-
treme dirty limit we find that the relative specific-heat dis-
continuity tends to its isotropic value in agreement with the
fact that the density of states becomes isotropic in this limit.5
D. Dirty isotropic alloys
It is straightforward to verify that in the isotropic case
(x5const on the Fermi surface! the coefficients a0 and b do
not depend on t . Thus, neither the energy gap nor the spe-
cific heat is influenced by impurities, in accordance with the
Anderson theorem.16 Analyzing Eq. ~11!, we conclude that
the transition temperature also does not depend on the scat-
tering rate. Indeed, in the isotropic case the eigenfunctions of
FIG. 1. ~a! Critical curve Tc(t) for the two-band model: the
reduced critical temperature u5Tc(t)/Tc0 vs dimensionless scatter-
ing rate x05\/2pkBTc0t}rel(Tc). The set of parameters corre-
sponds to MgB2; for details see the text. ~b! Reduced specific-heat
jump DC/Cn(Tc) as a function of the dimensionless scattering rate
xc5\/2pkBTct}rel(Tc)/Tc for the same set of parameters. The
dashed line indicates the asymptotic ~BCS! value for xc@1. The
curve will be shifted up by about 20% due to strong-coupling ef-
fects.10451the operator Vˆ are spherical harmonics C lm5Y lm(u ,w).
Among the latter only one, C00 , has a nonzero average.
Thus, Eq. ~11! takes the simple form
g~Tc ,t!1 f ~Tc ,t!5V021 . ~53!
According to definitions ~12! and ~13!, the sum f (T ,t)
1g(T ,t)5p21@ ln(e¯/2pkBT)2z(1/2)# does not depend on
the scattering rate. Hence, Tc also does not depend on the
scattering rate.
E. Separable approximation
The separable approximation
V~p,p8!5(
n
VnCn*~p!Cn~p8!’V0xpxp8 , ~54!
where C0(p)[xp , is very often used for modeling the gap
anisotropy in superconductors Dp’J(T)xp . As we demon-
strated earlier, this approximation is valid in the range of
clean and moderately dirty superconductors. Applying this
approximation to the equation for Tc in the two-band model,
Eq. ~49!, we obtain the Moskalenko and Palistrant,24
Abrikosov28 and Kogan equation29
ln
Tc0
Tc~t!
5S 12 ^Dp&2
^Dp
2&
D FzS xc1 12 D2zS 12 D G , ~55!
where24 1/t5 12 (1/t1211/t21), and 1/t12 and 1/t21 are rates
of interband scattering. The results of the numerical solution
of this equation are depicted in Fig. 2. For superconductors
with zero averaged gap, ^Dp&50, which are p- and d-type
superconductors, for example, this equation formally coin-
cides with the Abrikosov-Gor’kov result18,30 for supercon-
ductors with magnetic impurities; superconductivity disap-
pears at the critical value x051/4g50.1404. For weak
disorder we have
Tc02Tc’
^x2&2^x&2
^x2&
p\
4kBt
!Tc0 . ~56!
Hence, one of the most important properties of multigap and
anisotropic superconductors is that the nonmagnetic impuri-
ties are pair breaking, similar to magnetic impurities in con-
ventional superconductors.5,24 A similar influence of struc-
tural defects was discussed by Abrikosov31 for triplet
superfluids. The reduction of the critical temperature by dis-
order has been observed for layered cuprates,32–34,23 for im-
purity scattering in the triplet superconductor35 UPt3 and re-
cently for MgB2.22 Only dimensionless ratios of the gap
function moments, such as ^x&2/^x2& in Eq. ~55!, or
^x2&2/^x4& in Eq. ~9!, are relevant for the thermodynamics
of superconductors. This explains why strongly anisotropic-
gap layered cuprates were seemingly successfully analyzed
as two-band superconductors23 ~this reference is a compre-
hensive review of the properties of multigap superconduct-
ors!, and vice versa why the first prominent two-gap super-
conductor MgB2 could be analyzed as if it were a single-
band anisotropic-gap superconductor;36 cf. Ref. 37.7-6
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In order to investigate the dependence of DC/Cn(Tc) on
1/tTc one needs a good method for the determination of t .
This could be far-infrared measurement of the high-
frequency conductivity, or merely the static resistivity. For
polycrystalline materials one has to use compounds such as
MgB2 with good contact between grains. The variation of the
residual resistivity can be achieved by radiation.
For MgB2 the gap ratio d5D1 /D2 can be determined by
spectroscopic measurements, and the ratio of the DOS n1 /n2
can be calculated from first principles. Under these condi-
tions, for high-quality clean samples we can evaluate the
up-shift of the DC/Cn(Tc) curve, and the influence of
strong-coupling effects. Another complication is related to
the variation of the electron wave functions in the two bands.
This can lead to different scattering rates in the two bands. If
the scattering time cannot be determined by spectroscopic
measurements one can use the value of the resistivity at the
critical temperature rel(Tc)/Tc . Thus, the dependence of Tc
and the relative specific-heat jump on resistivity at T5Tc
will be given by our formula and Figs. 2 and 1~b!, with the
scale of the abscissa being a fitting parameter. We expect that
*Fax: 132-16-327983; email address: todor.mishonov@
fys.kuleuven.ac.be
†Email address: joseph.indekeu@fys.kuleuven.ac.be
‡Email address: valery@physics.tamu.edu
FIG. 2. Critical curves u5Tc /Tc0 vs x05\/2pkBTc0t for dif-
ferent gap anisotropies ^x&2/^x2&50, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1. For
an isotropic superconductor, ^x&51, the critical temperature is dis-
order independent while for p- or d-type superconductors ~as some
CuO2 superconductors are! ^x&50 and the transition line is exactly
the same as the Abrikosov-Gor’kov18,30 curve for magnetic impuri-
ties in isotropic superconductors.10451the derived weak-coupling formula can be as useful for the
analysis of DC versus rel correlations as the weak-coupling
theory was successful in describing the temperature depen-
dence of the specific heat for the clean MgB2 samples.7
Thus, we conclude that the weak-coupling theory of the im-
purity reduction of the specific-heat jump can reveal the
main trend and qualitative properties of the effect.
Here we wish to emphasize that according to the analysis
of the two-band model24 only the interband scattering rate
1/tps is relevant to the reduction of the transition tempera-
ture. However, resistivity is created mainly by intraband
scattering 1/tp , cf. Ref. 38. Consequently, proper scaling of
the resistivity abscissa is needed in the experimental data of
Tc /Tc0 versus rel , and the subsequent data analysis can be-
come an important tool for the determination of tps /tp
@1. This scattering rate ratio is specific for every type of
disorder in MgB2. We conclude that only properly scaled
data of Tc versus rel should display the universal behavior
shown in Fig. 2.
Irradiated superconductors are also a good example for
the application of the present theory. Furthermore, let us note
that conventional dirty superconducting alloys, for which a
big enough series of samples with continuously changing
resistivity can be prepared, are the best tool to investigate the
influence of disorder on the thermodynamics of supercon-
ductors. Finally, let us summarize our results.
~i! In anisotropic superconductors the transition tempera-
ture is suppressed by disorder like Tc;tk21, where k
5^x2&/^x&2 is an anisotropy parameter which is a slowly
varying function of t .
~ii! The order parameter retains its angular dependence as
long as e¯t/\@1, whereas the DOS becomes isotropic for
ln(e¯t/\)!V021. The anisotropy of the order parameter can be
probed in tunneling experiments.
~iii! The specific heat is suppressed by disorder just like
Tc , with an accuracy of a slowly varying factor.
~iv! The relative jump of the specific heat DC/Cn(Tc) is
smaller than its isotropic value in the clean limit. It is en-
hanced by disorder tending to its isotropic limit in the ex-
treme disordered case.
~v! In isotropic superconductors, and the two-band model
with D15D2 and arbitrary c1 /c2 , Tc and DC do not depend
on the scattering rate 1/t; in particular, this is the case for
W15W25U .
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